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1 INTRODUCTION

The maturation of energy-harvesting technology has enabled new classes of sophisticated, batteryless systems that will drive the next wave of Internet of Things (IoT) applications. These applications require intelligence at the edge and even in the sensor node, e.g., allowing systems to immediately interpret sensed data and make judicious use of scarce bandwidth. However, inference on energy-harvesting devices presents challenges currently unexplored, namely that energy-harvesting devices are severely resource-constrained and operate intermittently only when energy is available. Typical systems run at a few MHz, have a few hundred KBs of memory and consume power under 1 mW when active [8, 22]. In comparison, the most energy efficient DNN inference accelerators consume hundreds of mW [5, 6, 9, 10].

An energy harvester’s power output is usually insufficient for continuous operation and energy-harvesting systems operate intermittently. An intermittently operating device slowly buffers energy in a capacitor and operates in a short burst when the capacitor is sufficiently charged. Software executes in short bursts of active computation (e.g., 100,000 cycles) interrupted by power failures. After power failure, the device recharges (e.g., over one second) and continues executing [2, 3, 7, 8, 12, 17, 19]. Power interruptions require an intermittent device to flush state to non-volatile memory, or lose the state on power failure. Guaranteeing correctness and forward progress in an intermittent execution is a challenge that recent work has begun to address [7, 17, 19].

Current energy-harvesting systems are several orders-of-magnitude too inefficient for practical DNN inference. Continuous sensor classification requires inferences in seconds (or less) to justify local inference vs. cloud offloading. Our initial explorations revealed that a naïve implementation of DNN inference requires more memory than is available on typical energy-harvesting systems [8, 22], even for small networks. Moreover, even if they did fit, a single inference would take more than an hour, precluding execution in (the milliseconds of) an intermittent execution period.

This paper presents Software-Only Neural Intermittent Computing (SONIC), a software system that demonstrates the viability of DNN inference on energy-harvesting systems, addressing both efficiency and correctness. SONIC exploits the regular structure of DNN inference to guarantee correct intermittent execution more efficiently than general-purpose intermittent execution frameworks. We build SONIC, an intermittent DNN inference framework, and use it to implement the LeNet [15] and OK Google [21] on a Texas Instruments MSP430 microcontroller (MCU). SONIC overcomes two challenges. First, the MCU has little memory and poor performance requiring SONIC to greatly reduce the memory and compute requirements of DNN inference. Second, SONIC must guarantee correct intermittent execution with minimal overhead. Prior work on intermittent execution focused on correctness for general-purpose code, not considering specialized performance optimization. SONIC is the first system to specialize intermittence support to optimize for a particular domain. We employ known techniques [11] to fit the DNN’s parameters on the device; this paper focuses on how SONIC efficiently guarantees correct intermittent execution.

SONIC addresses these issues by flexibly sizing tasks. SONIC includes new optimizations that improve intermittent execution performance. We implemented a baseline intermittent DNN inference implementation using Alpaca [19], a recent intermittent execution framework. Alpaca programs are split into fixed-size tasks that a compiler makes idempotent by buffering values read then written (i.e., WAR values) in non-volatile memory until task completion. After power failure, Alpaca resumes at the start of the failed task. By guaranteeing idempotence, Alpaca ensures correct intermittent execution. However, fixed-size tasks waste work by discarding results from partial task executions. Tasks must be short to complete in a single intermittent charge cycle, but smaller tasks have higher setup/teardown overheads.

SONIC addresses these issues by flexibly sizing tasks to grow and shrink to fit the system’s energy budget. SONIC’s flexibility relies on the predictable structure of DNN computation, specifically repeated sparse matrix-multiply loops. SONIC persists
tracks the completion of each of a task’s loop iterations, resuming the last uncompleted iteration after power failure. At most, the computation loses one loop iteration on power failure. SONIC guarantees forward progress when a single DNN inner-loop iteration always completes within a charge cycle. Unlike prior checkpointing systems for intermittent execution [12, 18, 23], SONIC tracks application-level progress and uses Alpaca tasks to avoid checkpointing imposing low overheads.

Figure 1 compares SONIC against the Alpaca implementation using two task sizes, Tile-5 and Tile-12. Time goes top-to-bottom. The capacitor energy is shown on the left; power fails once, requiring a one second recharge. Tile-5’s first task completes 5 iterations, and power fails during the second task. Tile-5 resumes in the second task, repeating 3 loop iterations from before the power failure. Tile-12 has larger tasks that better amortize task overheads, and complete more loop iterations than Tile-5 before power fails. However, Tile-12’s task does not complete. Tile-12 repeatedly resumes at the start of the first task and does not make forward progress. SONIC tracks iteration-by-iteration progress, resuming execution where it left off and repeating at most one loop iteration. SONIC amortizes task overheads like Tile-12, allowing it to complete more work before failing, while guaranteeing progress.

Handling idempotence violations in DNN inference. An intermittent system demands different optimizations than a conventional one. Conventional systems often order (e.g., convolution loops to maximize cache locality). Unfortunately, loop ordering complicates intermittent execution by updating matrix elements in place in a single task, which violates idempotence. Re-executing such non-idempotent tasks leads to incorrect results. To ensure idempotence in flexibly sized tasks, SONIC re-orders loops so that each element is updated only once per outer loop (i.e., task). SONIC alternates between two copies of activations being computed, making a single update to one copy before switching to other. SONIC’s approach is practical because most energy-harvesting MCUs lack caches [8, 22] with one cycle memory latency, and loop ordering yields no speedup.

Evaluation. We implemented SONIC on a radio-wave-harvesting system with a Texas Instruments MSP430FR5994 powered by a PowerCast P2110 1m away from its receiver and 1 mF and 100 µF capacitors. We evaluated SONIC with LeNet [15] and OK Google [21], comparing to Alpaca implementations with two task sizes, and a conventionally optimized baseline.

Figure 2 shows that SONIC has similar performance to the baseline optimized system and outperforms fixed-size tasks by 2X. More significantly, the baseline does not make forward progress on harvested energy, and neither does the Tile-12 fixed task implementation on LeNet with a 100 µF capacitor. SONIC’s flexible tasks complete as much work as possible within each charge cycle and guarantee forward progress for both capacitors.

3 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

SONIC demonstrates the feasibility of DNN inference on energy-harvesting systems, opening the door to new classes of IoT applications. We have shown that there is ample room for optimization of existing intermittent systems for DNN inference, and that the optimizations needed for efficient intermittent DNN inference differ significantly from conventional systems. However, there remains headroom for performance improvement to make SONIC appealing for many IoT applications. Our ongoing work is to develop software and hardware techniques to improve intermittent DNN inference efficiency by orders of magnitude. We will extend our evaluation of SONIC with end-to-end prototypes [16] and other DNN models [14]. We will investigate other software techniques to reduce memory and compute requirements [1, 4, 20], and approximation techniques, e.g., skipping partially executed task work.

One of the biggest opportunities is to improve the architecture. Current ultra-low-power microcontrollers poorly suit DNN inference, spending little of their energy on computation (i.e., MACs) and most on control and register accesses [13]. We envision a specialized, ultra-low-power, data-parallel architecture for DNN inference with native intermittence support, incorporating SONIC’s techniques into the architecture. Unlike recent DNN accelerators, energy-harvesting systems need only optimize for energy efficiency, not performance, requiring research in new directions.
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